
 

 

REWARDS 

“I deserve a drink. I’ve worked hard all week and it’s Friday night.” 
“I haven’t used for three weeks. I really want to smoke some crack tonight.” 

“Right now smoking a bit of dope is my only pleasure.” 
 

Recognize yourself? Using alcohol/other drugs is often associated with rewards. Now that you are 

abstaining, it is VERY important that you develop a reward system that does not include alcohol/other 

drugs. Often, alcohol and drug use has been the ONLY reward system you have known up until now. 

Without a new reward system, you will not maintain abstinence from alcohol/other drugs.  

Many new abstainers do not like the idea of rewards. They feel they should be able to quit without 

rewards or that better health should be reward enough. However, if you are like most people who use 

alcohol/other drugs as rewards then you are giving up two things when you quit: drinking/other drugs 

AND your reward system.  

Rewards do not have to be expensive. They do not need to be material. They also do not have to be 

obvious. They should, however, be easy to obtain and in proportion to what you have achieved.  

If you find it difficult to determine what reward is appropriate, use a point system. Rank your successes in 

order of difficulty and then assign them points. Then decide on the number of points you would need for a 

certain reward.  

Take some time to develop a reward system for yourself. Choose from the list below and add your own 

ideas too! 

TAKE HOME TOOL 
81 presents to give yourself 

 
Walk instead of ride  
Give yourself a compliment 
Break a bad habit, if just for a 
today 
Search out a long lost friend 
Read a poem aloud  
Look at the stars  
Visit a shut-in  
Be thankful  
Use a new word 
Frame a picture  
Enjoy silence  
Walk to the nearest park  
Forget an old grudge  
Take yourself to lunch  
Help a stranger  
Try a new food  
Go to the library  
Take a risk  
Jump into a pile of leaves  
Tell someone you love him or her 
Take a rainy day nap  
Sign up for a class 

Do something you’ve always 
wanted to do 
Contact someone you’ve 
been thinking of  
Meditate  
Learn something new 
Surprise a child  
Hug someone  
Sing in the shower  
List 10 things you do well 
Walk in the rain  
Pay a compliment  
Give away something you 
don’t like  
Waste a little time  
Curl up before a fire with 
cocoa  
Buy a ticket to a special 
event  
Return something you’ve 
borrowed  
Organize some small corner 
of your life  
Pop popcorn  
Turn off the TV and talk 

Draw a picture, even if you 
can’t draw  
Practice courage in some 
small way 
Keep a secret Eat with 
chopsticks  
Go wading  
Bake bread  
Smell a flower  
Kiss someone  
Send a card to someone for 
no reason  
Clean out your wallet  
Take an early morning walk 
Laugh at yourself  
Tell a joke  
Look at old photos  
Walk barefoot  
Talk to a pet  
Visit a lonely person 
Encourage a young person 
Go for a swim  
Give yourself a present  
Build a sandcastle 

Follow an impulse  
Write a poem  
Start a new project  
Volunteer some time to a 
good cause  
Have breakfast in bed 
Reread your favourite book 
Give your dog a bone  
Take a different road to get 
home  
Watch the sunset  
Let someone do you a favour 
Allow yourself to make a 
mistake  
Hide a love note where a 
loved one will find it  
Make a surprise gift  
Go to the fair  
Lie on the grass  
Do something hard to do 
Rearrange a room  
Get up before anyone else 
Let someone love you  
Hum Dance 

Some of these ideas are from the Mental Health Association of Oregon 


